The following amendments have been made to the standards. They are highlighted in the document.

1. Page 2 & 3: Document Outline
2. Page 4: Part 1 moved from part 5
3. Page 5: Paragraph 2
4. Page 6: Centralized UPS Space
5. Page 6: part 3 Change quantity of CAT 6 Cable
6. Page 7: Part 3 removed 1 CAT 5e
7. Page 10: Centralized UPS
8. Page 16: Part 5 Quantity of CAT6 Cables
9. Page 28: add TR to room layout
10. Page 30: Part 7d Paragraph 6 changed to 48 port patch Panel
11. Page 30: Change quantity of CAT 6 Cable & Added sentence
12. Page 30: Part 7e paragraph 1 removed 1 CAT 5e
13. Page 32: Change quantity of CAT 6 Cable & Added sentence
14. Page 36: Exhibit 5a
15. Page 37: Part 7i Paragraph 5 addition
17. Page 45: Part 13a
18. Page 52: Part 13b
19. Page 58: Part 13c
20. Page 62: Part 13d
22. Page 75: Appendix L
23. Page 77: Appendix M
24. Page 89: Appendix N
25. Page 98: Appendix O
26. Page 99: Added parts and corrected numbers
27. Page 100: Added parts and corrected numbers
28. Page 101: Added parts and corrected numbers
29. Page 97: Removed requirement to provide fiber endface pictures
30. Page 91: Changed loss across a fiber connector from .75Db to .50Db
31. Page 91: Under fiber magnification, changed optional requirements to required